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Abstract 
The paper focuses on digital discourse. This is a speech-intellectual product of innovative 
information technologies, a phenomenon, which needs further interdisciplinary and lin-
guistic interpretation. The English-language digital discourse shows how linguistic verbal 
communication is mediated by digits and to what extent these Signum and Verbum unity 
reigns over the world. 

The paper analyzes the ways and methods of integrated and differential use of verbal 
and non-verbal sign systems in the English language as compared to programming lan-
guages, considering the types of synchronous changes in the socio-cultural dimension of 
the sign. This research describes the processes of signs transformation during their func-
tioning in programming languages and in the English language, common and distinctive 
features in the arrangement of grammatical, lexical-semantic, and graphic means of (natu-
ral) English and (artificial) programming languages in their projection on different modes 
of communication in the system Human ↔ Machine. 

Programming languages are constituted by verbal means of the English language with 
additional use of its own semiotic resources, which testifies to their integrative linguistic 
and mathematical nature. The specific representation of ElDD conveys its reciprocal nature 
when the English language using its own tools combines them with the elements of the pro-
gramming languages thus creating an effective toolkit for self-processing. 
 
Keywords: English-language digital discourse, linguistics, semiotics, digit, text processing, 
programming languages. 

 
The scientific and technological progress of modernity disturbs the monopoly of natural 
language related to human communication, developing and contrasting it with program-
ming languages. The linguistic dualism «natural language – artificial/synthetic language» is 
today an inherent feature of the information society, which begins to form the «machine 
picture of the world» (Jokuza, 2017, ЕР). English-language digital discourse (ElDD) outlines 
a new status of a Human in the form of «intermediate existence» between the real and virtual 
worlds. The phenomena of «naturalness» and «artificiality» are interrelated and in the 
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context of studied discourse are harmoniously intertwined. The above mentioned pre-req-
uisites of the research create an innovative basis for new linguistic development, digital lin-
guistics, with ElDD as the central concept. ElDD is represented as a three-layer cognitive and 
communicative construct in the unity of micro-, meso-, and macro levels used for Human-
Machine communication. 

The Empirical Material is represented by English-language texts and text fragments, 
which relate to the existence of ElDD. The first part comprises texts in the English language, 
which are used in programming languages, for example, Python guidelines with examples 
[2012-2020], Scratch guidelines [2008-2010; 2020], and Squeak by Example 5.3 [2010-2020]. 
The second part includes texts used in innovative technologies focusing on texts describing 
natural language processing Multi-Domain Wizard-of-Oz dataset, NPS Chat Corpus, Stan-
ford Question Answering Dataset (SQUAD). The third part comprises texts, which reflect 
the use of technologies for language processing (Github.com – scripts and answers of chat-
bots Alice, Eliza, Mitsuku, Rose). 

Methods: 

• interdisciplinary method is implemented to consider ElDD in different fields of 
science; 

• descriptive methods to interpret and generalize basic practices of modern discur-
sive studies; 

• semiotic analysis to parametrize linguistic relevant properties of programming lan-
guages and natural language; 

• linguo-cognitive analysis focuses on communication triggers between Human and 
Machine; 

• discursive-textual analysis focuses on ElDD specifics and different levels of textual 
representation; 

• functional-communicative method to analyze grammatical, textual, and graphic 
properties; 

• structural modeling is used to grammatically describe the processes for clusteriza-
tion, templates, and tokenization of ElDD textual space.  

General Discussion 

Pathos and mystery of human communication are broken by a third party, a digit, which 
becomes a kind of «superstructure». The natural language is specific and flexible because it 
quickly adapts to the laws of information technology and thus appears both as a primary 
system, a donor of discourse, and as a secondary modeling system or a focal point for cre-
ating artificial languages. ElDD is embodied as a powerful linguistic, social and cultural phe-
nomenon (Lazebna, Prykhodko, 2021, ЕР). 

ElDD, at the same time, is a kind of institutional communication mediated by a symbi-
osis of (artificial) programming languages and (natural) English language, which reflects 
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the digitized speech act motivating verbal interaction of its agents and its clients by means 
of innovative information technologies. This studied type of discourse is an ideal self-gen-
erating system. Its linguistic and semiotic dominants focus on coding and decoding com-
mands both aversively (from Human to Machine) and reversibly (Machine to Human). In 
this way, there is a reciprocal interaction between the target sphere of discourse (natural 
English) and the source-sphere (programming languages).  

 
String»lineCount 
“Answer the number of lines represented by the receiver, where every cr adds one line”. 
/cr count/ 
Cr :=Character cr.  
count:= 1 min: self size. 
self do: 
[:c / c == cr ifTrue: [count := +1]] (Squeak, 2021, ЕР). 
 

Fig. 1. Python language of programming 

Figure 1 illustrates phonetic, lexical, and grammatical relations, which are transformed 
into a kind of linguistic and mathematical symbiosis, which is successfully used by discourse 
participants, its agents, and clients. 

Participants of ElDD communicate within the appropriate text space, filled with digit-
ized texts of clearly structured composition, certain cognitive-semantic reflections, and spe-
cific pragmatic guidelines that require appropriate competence. Textual representations of 
ElDD are a kind of intellectual products of participants’ mental and speech activities in at 
least three registers of communication («Human–Human», «Human–Machine», «Human–
Machine– Human – Human») and their variations, depending on the modes of direct or 
indirect communication, as well as the mode of their encoding and decoding. 

For example, an abstract from the programming language Squeak highlights two modes 
of interaction «Human User – Human Programmer – Machine – Human User», where the 
User is looking for an explanation of the programming language functioning:  

1) FAQ 5 The browser does not look like the one described in the book. What gives? 
Answer You are probably using an image in which the OmniBrowser is installed 
as the default System browser. You can change the default by clicking on the little 
menu icon in the top-left corner of the browser window, between the «X» and the 
browser label, and selecting «Choose new default browser» from the menu that ap-
pears. Select #Browser to get the plain old browser. (This preference changes the 
effect of the World ⊲ open . . . ⊲ system browser menu, but not what happens when 
you drag the Browser icon from the Tools flap.) (RecipeQA, 2019, ЕР). 

2) FAQ 10 How do I tell which methods of a class are abstract? Answer abstract Meth-
ods := [:a Class | a Class method Dict keys select: [:a Method | (a Class>>a Method) 
is Abstract ]]. Abstract Methods value: Collection − → an Identity Set (#remove: if 
Absent: #add: #do:). 

In the first example (1) the author of the guideline explains the functionality of the pro-
gramming language Squeak, using means of the natural language and only rarely built-in 
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commands, symbols, and signs. In the second abstract the author appeals for the commands 
of the programming language Squeak. 

The interaction «Human↔Machine» will be effective when the sender achieves his goal 
and the recipient meets the needs of the sender, but it does not always work, because the 
effectiveness of this interaction depends largely on the Machine. By changing voice com-
mands, or making some phonetic or typographical errors in a search engine (such as 
Google), the Machine either modifies or cannot process the sent command / request, be-
cause the coded nature of the Machine depends on the dynamic and changing nature of 
Human (Makhachashvilli, Semenist, Zatsnyi, Klymenko, 2021, р. 148). That is why, it is 
impossible to modify and improve the acts of communication between Human and Ma-
chine, focusing exclusively on linguistic and mathematical procedures. Here, it will be nec-
essary to re-deploy the interaction «Human –Machine»and turn it into a relationship 
«Client ↔ Programmer ↔ Machine ↔ Human»/ «Human-1 ↔ Human-2 ↔ Machine ↔ 
Human-1» / «Human-1 ↔ Human in Machine». 

Whatever register of discursive communication between Human and Machine is con-
sidered, it will always produce the text as an output. The text space of English-language 
digital discourse has a three-layer structure, which consists of macro-, meso- and micro-
levels. 

 

 

 

The microlevel of ElDD is based on the texts of programming languages, lists of com-
mands, and written programs having a mathematical basis with its set of digits and symbols. 
On the one hand, programming languages have the status of artificial ones, as they are 
chains of predications and written commands, and, on the other hand, they are a 
powerful tool for constructing digital discourse. In interaction with natural language, they 
form the inner linguistic- semiotic contour of English-language digital discourse. 

Structure of horizontal contexts of ElDD 

Texts of macro level 

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3  

Horizontal context, commen-
tary, hyperlink, navigation but-
tons  

Verbal reflection of the infor-
mation register  

Meaning Image 

Texts of meso level  

Verbal/nonverbal reflection of 
the information register 

Meaning Code  

Tag 

Vertical context, hyperlink  

Texts of micro level  

Verbal reflection of the infor-
mation register  

Meaning Image Vertical context   

Table 1. Structure of horizontal contexts of ElDD 
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The emergence of programming languages as a kind of «unified digitality» based on nat-
ural languages was a radical breakthrough in the movement of Human to artificial intelli-
gence and opened new opportunities for communication with the Machine. On the one 
hand, the English language appears in this system as the primary donor system of program-
ming languages, in particular, and digital discourse in general, and on the other hand, rep-
resents the secondary modeling systems that create artificial languages. In this context, the 
English language develops human-coded world and its fragments (Black et al., 2020, p. 223). 

The most common programming languages based on the English language are Squeak, 
Scratch and Python. They create the internal contour of ElDD and have no oral channel for 
transmitting information, these languages are interconnected by global compositional de-
terminism at the algorithmic level. Their differential feature is the lack of a common domain 
of interpretation between programs written in the natural (English) language. Most of them 
are characterized by local variables, systematic indexing, recursiveness, and lack of seman-
tics without syntax. 

Linguo-semiotic elements of micro level produce networks of relationships in which 
each of these elements in the context of programming languages or natural (English) lan-
guage can be regenerated from a word or symbol into a command or query. For example: 

 
# Define the sentence to be lemmatized 
sentence = “The striped bats are hanging on their feet for best” 
# Tokenize: Split the sentence into words 
word_list = nltk.word_tokenize(sentence) 
print(word_list) 
#> ['The', 'striped', 'bats', 'are', 'hanging', 'on', 'their', 'feet', 'for', 'best'] 
# Lemmatize list of words and join 
lemmatized_output = ' '.join([lemmatizer.lemmatize(w) for w in word_list]) 
print(lemmatized_output) (Scratch, 2021, ЕР). 
 
In programming languages, communication is mediated by both machine and software 

codes. Therefore, visually (in the sign-symbolic version) you can see only a part of the in-
formation technology, i.e. the external form and user interface. In this case, the system of 
open-source code, algorithms, and structured representation of databases, technologies, 
techniques, and interfaces enables effective communication between Human and Machine 
(Gee, 2014, p. 134-147). 

Texts created on the basis of programming languages show the clarity of their natural 
language form, differ in the nature of the prescribed commands and operational order. Fur-
ther, these texts penetrate into the fabric of natural language and are embodied in the digital 
discursive environment mainly focusing on the use of a certain sequence of elements. These 
include lists, lines, tuples, and elements of the dictionary. They are all grouped around the 
idea of variability, the immutability of data, and orderliness/disorder of elements. In gen-
eral, the textual representation of the micro-level of ElDD is characterized by structure, co-
herence, cohesion, the logic of construction and representation, as well as a symbiosis of 
natural language and (sub) language of mathematics (Gabbrielli, 2010, ЕR; Herring, 2004, 
р. 316). 
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The meso level of ElDD is the center of direct interaction of natural English and artificial 
programming languages. At this level, the former, using its own tools, integrates them with 
the elements of the latter, creating effective tools for processing «itself». Initially, the natural 
English language builds up the «bricks» for the development of analytical tools (creation of 
chatbots, natural language processing programs, NLTK, etc.), and as a result, the English 
language itself becomes the object of processing. In this way, the natural English language 
is regenerated in a technocratic and digitalized space. 

The leading morphological categories most involved in the interaction of English and 
programming languages are auto-semantic units, which are, first of all, noun and verb. A 
nominative phrase with a noun at its top has a wide functional range for the transfer of 
information from the Machine to Human and vice versa. The nominative focus of ElDD 
participants initiates the activities of Human in cyberspace (creating requests for the Ma-
chine, searching for information in the network, verbalization of commands of program-
ming languages, etc.). In combination with the verb, which is the vehicle for the categorical 
meaning, the effectiveness of information transfer increases many times. The verb appears 
in this system as a key representative of the message template, mediating the so-called agent 
focus. The agent focus of programming languages «migrates» from the ascertaining to the 
restrictive, not limited to the given semiotic framework (symbols, marks, tags). Within 
agent focus, commands of programming languages can be split into different constructs of 
alteration, creation, establishment, and obtaining. For example: create_ package, gener-
ate_statement, start_listening etc. 

Morphological «awareness» of Human and Machine plays an important role at the 
meso- level of the analyzed discourse. It conveys the mastery of the mechanisms, which 
break tokens into morphs, which in the process of communication helps to «distill» the 
information transferred to the machine (Farhadi, 2015, р. 187). Morpho split is a process 
and, at the same time, the result of the «distillation» of morphs in the process of communi-
cation. Due to its digital nature, the morpho split becomes an important prerequisite for 
text clustering. The machine proceeds to the clustering of textual matter, triggering the mor-
pho split. At the same time, it relies on a huge sample, turns to previous developments and 
vector representation of words, and involves tokenization, purification, and stemming to 
remove «noise» signs and symbols. For example, there are possibilities of active request rep-
resentation (classification, elaboration, research, treatment): 

Human: Can you block my debit card? Мachine: You’re all set, your card is now locked. 
You can unlock it anytime with my help or in the app. 

Another option is to represent characteristics of the request subject (attitude, 
consideration, discussion, reason, sense, availability, complexity, feature, order, reaction): 
Мachine: Hello. How may I help you? Human: Hey, I lost my access.  

In ElDD there is also a description of request (brief description, explanation, 
presentation). Мachine: Here’s the sweatshirt. Click below if you want more info, if you want 
more info or buy it. 

For the Machine as an agent of the meso-level development, grammatical categories of 
natural (English) language are transmitted using digital identifiers (gender, digit, time, etc.) 
Two important aspects of the interaction between natural and programming languages are 
temporality and modality (Van Leeuwen, 2011, р. 688).  
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In the case of text processing by means of the English language, the machine clearly 
follows the established algorithm: text → random separation (cleaning) of lexical units → 
ordering lexical units by parts of speech → digitization of lexical units (digitization). In the 
process of natural language processing, which is both an object and a tool of analysis, there 
is a need to algorithmize the mechanisms of machine word processing. Purification strate-
gies become very effective: representation of the request, description of the request, means 
of information transfer, etc. In this process, the role of the Machine becomes exclusively 
instrumental: it performs its analytical function according to the criterion of words used. 
Ambivalence, synonymy, homonymy, and polysemy become interfering factors in the pro-
cess of natural language processing by the Machine. 

At the macro-level (external linguistic and semiotic contour) of its representation, ElDD 
creates the environment, mode, and style of sharing natural English by Human and Ma-
chine to establish mutually beneficial communication by producing structurally integrated, 
meaningfully relevant, and pragmatically targeted speech messages (Lazebna, 2021, р. 175). 
The mediator of such communication is a chatbot, an artificially created program that sim-
ulates interactions/conversation/dialogue with the User. The chatbot is gradually becoming 
a universal mediator in Human↔Machine communication. A chatbot is a certain «anthro-
pomorphized» entity, created by a programmer, and is not just some digitalized entity, but 
something «humanlike». Chatbots range from animated interface agents, conversational 
agent and avatar. In terms of ElDD, the Machine can be both an author and interlocutor. A 
User interacts with the Machine to meet personal needs, avoid feelings of loneliness, search 
for information, and so on. The effectiveness of chatbots mediated by means of natural lan-
guage is supported by introductory framing, special triggers, templates, and techniques for 
eliminating syntactic and semantic ambivalence. Chatbots involve a certain tactical and 
strategic arsenal, such as return, clarification, paraphrasing, reorientation, and so on (Yan, 
Duan, Bao, 2016, ЕР).  

When the User communicates with an animated conversational agent, the model of liv-
ing / natural speech is reproduced. Its successful pre-requisite is the operational linguistics 
of discourse, the logic of using appropriate elements of programming language, the effi-
ciency of the Machine response, and most importantly, the response of the «Machine» to 
«Human». Similar to natural communication, such speech exchange involves a rhythmic 
alteration of the communicative roles of the sender and the recipient, the client and the 
agent of the discourse. 

The communicative and functional potential of discourse plays an important role in the 
management of human and machine speech exchange, which involves the harmonious use 
of compositional and architectonic-speech forms, speech and discursive acts, maxims of 
cooperation, and politeness. With the proximity of natural («human») communication, the 
macro-level of ElDD actively uses established architectonic-speech forms (monologue, dia-
logue, polylogue) and the classical «quartet» of illocutionary acts (declarations, directives, 
commissives). In terms of this harmonious unity, discursive acts (offeratives, con-forma-
tives, accusatives, apologetives, didactives) are developed. The most frequent are offeratives. 

Within these speech acts, the Machine implements the offer of services provided to Hu-
man. Among the discursive acts that make up the text space of ElDD, prohibitives are not  
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frequent ones because their use is associated with the categorical nature of the Machine, 
with its frequent «inability» to meet the needs of human. 

The act-speech pattern of communication between Human and Machine at the macro 
level of ElDD is created in at least three ways. First, it is a strategy of effective communica-
tion (return, clarification of the request, paraphrasing, simplification), and secondly, it is 
following the maxims of cooperation (quantity, quality, relevance, method), and thirdly, 
compliance with the principles of courtesy (tact, approval, modesty, consent). These max-
ims establish effective communication. Humans rely on their own cognitive-sensory expe-
rience and the machine relies on prescribed algorithms, contexts, and templates. In this 
communication, there are at least two contours, both internal and external. The first is the 
contextual predetermination of communication, the second is the contour of attraction, 
which is reflected by the Machine in acts of friendship, sociability, and ethics. In recent 
years, a special code of ethics for the Machine has been developed, which internalizes im-
partiality, correctness, reliability of the information, and respect for Human. It also covers 
issues of privacy and humanity (objectivity of information, adherence to political correct-
ness, avoidance of gender, racial, age discrimination, etc.). Following the principles of Ethics 
of the Machine, there are certain issues covered: 

Avoid stereotypes What’s your gender? 
Interpersonal relationships I am a human too. 
Personalization I am a Human. I am not a robot. 
Peacemaking Keep calm! Relax. Everything will be fine 
Humor and friendly communication Do horses go to Harvard? Horses go to Hayvard 
(Cleverbot, 2021, ЕР). 

Multimodal interaction of Human and Machine contributes to the gradual formation of 
a digitalized global world, where the boundaries between Man and Machine are blurred. 
Animated agents are no longer some images on a computer monitor, but are the embodi-
ment of some anthropomorphic entity, a virtual but equal interlocutor of Human. Going 
from a mechanical informant and/or automated assistant to a full-fledged interlocutor, the 
chatbot is gradually transforming into a socially active and sound individual. 

Conclusion 

The proposed cognitive-communicative analysis of English-language digital discourse may 
in the future become the basis of linguo-synergetic, linguo-conceptual, linguo-cultural, and 
linguistic-stylistic descriptions of other digital discourses on the material of different natural 
languages. The implemented analysis would be helpful for analysis of other discursive for-
mations, conceptual pictures of the world, cognitive and functional comprehension of text 
spaces, and contrastive research reflections, including translation studies. The phenomenon 
of ElDD can and should become a source of in-depth cognitive reflections in different fields 
of humanities, such as psychology, philosophy, cultural studies, and computer science. The 
introduced approach can also contribute to the expansion of knowledge and ideas of the 
linguistic community about the role and place of ElDD in neuro-linguistic programming 
and language manipulation techniques. 
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